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Abstract

The detailed evaluation of mathematical models and the consideration of uncertainty in the modeling of hydrological and environmental
systems are of increasing importance, and are sometimes even demanded by decision makers. At the same time, the growing complexity of
models to represent real-world systems makes it more and more difficult to understand model behavior, sensitivities and uncertainties. The
Monte Carlo Analysis Toolbox (MCAT) is a Matlab library of visual and numerical analysis tools for the evaluation of hydrological and envi-
ronmental models. Input to the MCAT is the result of a Monte Carlo or population evolution based sampling of the parameter space of the model
structure under investigation. The MCAT can be used off-line, i.e. it does not have to be connected to the evaluated model, and can thus be used
for any model for which an appropriate sampling can be performed. The MCAT contains tools for the evaluation of performance, identifiability,
sensitivity, predictive uncertainty and also allows for the testing of hypotheses with respect to the model structure used. In addition to research
applications, the MCAT can be used as a teaching tool in courses that include the use of mathematical models.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

Hydrological and environmental models are irreplaceable
components in studies relating for example to flood and
drought prediction, water resource assessment, climate and
land use change impacts, or non-point source pollution analy-
sis (e.g. Singh and Woolhiser, 2002; Letcher et al., 2007).
The complexity of problems hydrologists are asked to investi-
gate has grown over the years. The increasing complexity of
the problem has in turn lead to an increase of complexity in
the underlying conceptual model representation of the hydro-
logical or environmental system under investigation, particu-
larly when multiple variables of interest have to be
considered simultaneously (e.g., the flow of energy between
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landscape and atmosphere, the flow of solutes through the
watershed, as well as the flow of water). This increasing com-
plexity is subsequently translated into the mathematical
models that are used as representations of these conceptualiza-
tions. This often includes a large number of parameters that
have to be estimated from data with limited information con-
tent (see for example the discussion by Beven and Freer,
2001). The resulting models are often high-dimensional and
non-linear multi-output models integrating several sub-models
that had previously been applied separately. This has negative
implication with respect to the uncertainty in the identified
parameter values and the identified model structure, which
can for example preclude the successful regionalization of
model parameters for the prediction in ungauged basins
(Wagener and Wheater, 2006). In addition to the complexity
problem, there has been a recent surge in attention given to
methods for the treatment of model uncertainty. It is the expe-
rience of the authors that decision makers have begun to push
for better quantification of the accuracy and precision of
hydrological model predictions. In addition, interest has grown
in methods for properly merging data with models and for
reducing predictive uncertainty and scientists have begun to
search for better ways to represent what is, and is not, well
understood about the hydrological systems they study (Wage-
ner and Gupta, 2005). Discussions on the uncertainty aspect in
hydrological and environmental modeling can for example be
found in Beven (2002), Van Asselt and Rotmans (1996), and
Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990).

Available hydrological and environmental models differ
widely in terms of their theoretical basis, ranging from phys-
ically based models which directly derive their governing
equations from physical laws, to empirical models which
derive both model structure (equations) and parameters from
observed system behavior. Hydrological models also vary
with respect to their spatial representation, ranging from
lumped models which typically represent a region of interest
as a single point, to spatially distributed models (Dingman,
2002). While these models differ with respect to their physical
realism, at least some of their parameters and states represent
effective values at the particular scale of model application
(Wagener and Gupta, 2005). Available measurement scales
are usually different from this scale and some parameter ad-
justments based on comparing observed and measured model
outputs is required to yield reliable model results. As a result,
a major constraint is the lack of identifiability of those param-
eter sets within a selected model structure that represent the
given watershed best. Lack of identifiability is present when
different combinations of parameters (e.g., Johnston and
Pilgrim, 1976; Beven and Binley, 1992), and sometimes
even different model structures (e.g., Uhlenbrook et al.,
1999) yield similar results in terms of a defined performance
measure or objective function.

In general terms, the modeler combines information regard-
ing the intended model use and the characteristics of the sys-
tem under study to develop a conceptual system representation
that then has to be implemented in a mathematical model
(Fig. 1). Issues to be considered are required spatial and
temporal resolution of state and output variables for the spe-
cific model purpose, and dominant processes controlling the
system behavior. Available observations (data) of the system
input-response behavior can then be used to constrain the
model behavior, estimate parameters, etc. Often, the modeler
has to perform a complexity trade-off to achieve a balance be-
tween the required model performance while not introducing
excessive uncertainty through parameters that cannot be esti-
mated from limited information.

A problem of the trend of increasing model complexity is
that the task of understanding how these models work, identi-
fying their uncertainties and sensitivities, etc. becomes more
and more difficult. Powerful numerical and visual evaluation
tools are needed to help analyze model (state, parameter)
and output spaces. Ultimately, these tools should serve as
diagnostic tools that help to improve the mathematical model,
and hopefully help us to learn about the underlying perceptual
model, or at least show us where gaps in our knowledge are
most severe and are most strongly affecting prediction uncer-
tainty, and therefore help to guide field measurement cam-
paigns. As a result, there are at least three things that one
would like to explore using such a tool (Wagener, 2003):

e Performance, generally in a multi-objective sense.
e Uncertainty, e.g. with respect to the model parameters and

the model output.
e Underlying hypotheses/assumptions, regarding the model

structure chosen.

A general tool for this purpose should integrate a variety of
approaches to model evaluation and be applicable to as wide
a range of models as possible. One example of such a tool
is the Monte Carlo Analysis Toolbox (MCAT). The MCAT
is a collection of evaluation tools integrated through a Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI) in the MATLAB programming envi-
ronment. It is developed for the off-line evaluation of model
results derived through Monte Carlo or population evolution

PURPOSE SYSTEM

CONCEPTUALIZATION DATA

MODEL COMPLEXITY

REQUIRED SUPPORTED

PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINTY

SUFFICIENT ACCEPTABLE

TRADE-OFF

Fig. 1. General evaluation framework for model development.
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sampling strategies. The MCAT has been applied to research
in rainfall-runoff modeling (Wagener et al., 2001, 2003,
2004; Lee et al., 2005), in-stream solute transport (Wagener
et al., 2002), water quality modeling (Sincock et al., 2003),
and for watershed-scale phosphorous transfer modeling (Smith
and Wheater, 2004; Smith et al., 2005). Other toolboxes for
uncertainty/sensitivity analysis of hydrological and environ-
mental models are for example the Generalized Likelihood
Uncertainty Estimation approach (Beven and Freer, 2001)
and the SIMLBA toolbox (Saltelli et al., 2004). The links to
these toolboxes are provided at the end of the paper.

The objective of this paper is not to provide a comprehen-
sive analysis of the model study presented, but to introduce the
MCAT using a modeling procedure with typical steps and
components. The subsequent sections describe such a modeling
procedure, introduce a typical model/data combination used as
a case study, and provide examples of the MCAT components
in use.

2. Modeling procedures

A wide variety of suggested modeling procedures have been
presented in the literature (examples can be found in Dooge,
1972; Singh, 1988; Beven, 2000; Young, 2001; Jakeman
et al., 2006, etc.). Here we use a relatively general framework
and only include the most common steps. Such a framework
would consist of at least four-steps as shown in Fig. 2:

2.1. Model structure selection/development

There is no single structured way of approaching the model
selection or development stage. Model structures should be
chosen based on relatively objective criteria including: (a)
the system characteristics; (b) available data; and (c) the mod-
eling objective. Subjective criteria such as the modeler’s
expertise and experience, or a preference within a certain orga-
nization might also have a strong influence on the final deci-
sion regarding model selection. The question of appropriate
levels of model complexity has been discussed at length
elsewhere and is not included in detail here (Jakeman and
Hornberger, 1993; Grayson et al., 1992). Throughout the
remainder of this paper, we will assume that a particular model
structure has already been selected.

2.2. Model identification

Here we define model identification as the task of identifying
a single parameter or a group of parameter sets (models)
within a specific model structure as potential (or behavioral)
representations of the system under study.

The narrower the space that these chosen models cover
within the feasible model space, the more identifiable the
model. A model is by definition a simplified representation
of reality, which means that its parameters necessarily aggre-
gate more complex and heterogeneous real-world characteris-
tics in simpler mathematical form. These parameters and their
associated states are therefore often ‘conceptual’ or ‘effective’
values, rather than directly measurable entities. This means
that the modeler has to compare the observed and simulated
behavior of the system for different parameter sets and find
those that reproduce the system behavior most closely. There
has generally been a migration away from the identification
of a best parameter set with respect to a particular objective
function towards approaches to constrain the parameter (or
model) space in a way that only ‘behavioral’ models are
retained (Beven and Binley, 1992; Beven and Freer, 2001;
Gupta et al., 2006; Wagener and Gupta, 2005). The definition
of behavioral is dependent on the modeling objective,
assumptions about statistical distributions of the errors, etc.
(Beven and Freer, 2001; Beven, 2006), but usually relates to
a certain behavior or a specific performance level in connec-
tion with the intended application (Wagener and McIntyre,
2005). The step of searching for suitable parameter sets for
the commonly very non-linear models of hydrological and
environmental systems is often performed using population

Model Identification
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Ensemble
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Fig. 2. Typical components of a generic modelling procedure.
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evolution or Monte Carlo (MC) type sampling approaches.
Methods used for MC sampling range from those purely based
on an a priori defined distribution or strategy to those making
strong assumptions about the expected response surface shape.
Some of the more commonly applied methods are: (1) uniform
random sampling where all parameters are sampled from a uni-
form distribution, typically without consideration of parameter
interaction (e.g. Beven and Freer, 2001; Wagener et al., 2003);
(2) Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) or other stratified sam-
pling approaches where the parameter space is somehow
broken into hypercubes to ensure a better sampling spread
(e.g. McKay et al., 1979; Press et al., 1992; Helton and Davis,
2002; 2003); (3) techniques based on Monte Carlo Markov
Chains (MCMC) where assumptions (e.g. proposed distribu-
tions) are required to utilize the potential of the approach (ex-
amples include the Metropolis algorithm and the Shuffled
Complex Evolution Metropolis algorithm) (e.g. Vrugt et al.,
2003); or (4) other evolutionary type algorithms in which
a population of initially randomly sampled parameter sets
are systematically improved (examples include Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) and the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE-UA)
algorithm) (e.g. Duan et al., 1993).

The parameter estimation stage is often combined with
a sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis evaluates how sensi-
tive the model response is to changes in the model parameters,
state variables, or input data. At this stage of the modeling
process, insensitive parameters can then be fixed or otherwise
eliminated to reduce the computational burden during any
optimization or sampling step. Sensitivity analysis is of partic-
ular importance for high-dimensional models where computa-
tional constraints still limit the size of the parameter space that
can be explored, particularly if estimates of parameter uncer-
tainty are to be included. More advanced uses of sensitivity
analysis for hypotheses testing are discussed below. A sensi-
tivity analysis procedure consists of the two basic components:
(i) a strategy to vary the model parameters, inputs, or states;
and (ii) the definition of a (numerical) measure to estimate
how the model response has changed based on varying one
or more parameters, inputs, or states.

2.3. Further model evaluation

Further model evaluation in the context of this paper refers
to secondary testing of additional aspects of model perfor-
mance and general behavior beyond what is required for an
initial identification of an appropriate model.

Model evaluation in the past has mainly focused on analyz-
ing the performance of a model with respect to one or more
numerical measures that aggregate the model residuals (i.e.,
the difference between observed and simulated hydrographs)
in a single value (i.e., an objective function). A wide range
of studies is available that evaluate the value of different
numerical measures or objective functions (e.g. ASCE,
1993; Martinec and Rango, 1989; Diskin and Simon, 1977).
More recently, multi-objective approaches have become popu-
lar to account for multi-output models and for structural
limitations that result in different optimal parameter sets
depending on the chosen objective function (e.g. Gupta
et al., 1998). This approach already is a hypothesis testing pro-
cess since it evaluates the (common) underlying assumption
that the chosen model structure can represent all response
modes of the watershed behavior with a single (and usually
time-invariant) parameter set. This approach can be taken fur-
ther and the variation of parameter values in time can be esti-
mated more generally to test this hypothesis (e.g. Beck, 1987;
Wagener et al., 2003). Two questions that should be asked in
this context include: (i) does a model parameter or a group
of parameters represent the processes they are intended to rep-
resent (i.e., do they dominate the model response when this
process dominates the system response); and (ii) are regions
of behavioral parameters constant in time, or do they vary
with different response modes of the system? The use of
split-sample testing, i.e. a validation step in which the model
is applied to a time-series not used for parameter estimation,
could be part of this further model evaluation.

2.4. Ensemble prediction including uncertainty

The prediction step propagates the behavioral model popu-
lation and potentially other uncertainties into the output space.
The result is thus highly dependent on the definition of behav-
ioral applied, e.g., in a multi-objective optimal sense (Gupta
et al., 1998) or allowing for deviations from the optimal fit
based on some subjective behavioral threshold (Beven and
Binley, 1992). Research is ongoing to find approaches that
explicitly allow for the consideration and propagation of
multiple sources of uncertainty, e.g., uncertainty in the precip-
itation input (Kavetski et al., 2002).

3. Case study

The case study uses a typical data set and a typical lumped
hydrologic model as they can be found in many published
research studies as outlined below. This is in line with the
paper’s objective to present the utility of the tool, rather than
an extensive case study with new scientific insight.

Ten years of daily streamflow, precipitation, and potential
evapotranspiration data from the Leaf River Watershed located
north of Fort Collins, Mississippi, USA (1950 km2), have been
used (Fig. 3). The Leaf River Watershed can be classified as
humid and has been widely used for other hydrologic studies
(e.g. Boyle et al., 2000; Wagener et al., 2001; Vrugt et al.,
2003).

The model structure applied (Fig. 4) is a typical lumped
parsimonious model structure often utilized in very similar
form for research studies (e.g. Young, 1998; Jakeman and
Hornberger, 1993; Croke and Jakeman, 2004; Anctil et al.,
2004; Wagener et al., 2001; Ye et al., 1998). For this study,
the model was implemented in the Rainfall-Runoff Modeling
Toolbox (RRMT) in the Matlab environment (Wagener et al.,
2002). The RRMT is a modular framework to implement
lumped parsimonious model structures consisting of a soil
moisture accounting and a routing component. The imple-
mented model consists of a probability distribution of overflow
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Fig. 3. Time-series extract from the perennial Leaf River watershed used in this study.
storage elements that serve as the soil moisture accounting
component (Moore and Clark, 1981). The effective rainfall
produced by the overflow mechanism is split into two parts
of which one is routed through a quick-flow linear reservoir
and the rest through a slow-flow linear reservoir. The model
structure requires estimation of five parameters: Cmax, the
maximum storage size; b, a shape parameter describing the
Pareto distribution of storage elements; a, the fraction of ef-
fective rainfall routed through the quick-flow reservoir; kq,
the quick-flow linear reservoir time constant; and ks, the
slow-flow linear reservoir time constant. Actual evapotranspi-
ration is modeled as a linear correlation between the modeled
soil moisture state and the potential evapotranspiration.

Uniform random sampling (URS) was used to explore the
parameter space (10,000 samples) and three objective func-
tions (F ) were calculated. The three Fs are all based on the
Root Mean Squared Error Measure (RMSE), but evaluate
the model performance in fitting different parts of the stream-
flow hydrograph (Fig. 5),

F¼
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where F is the root mean squared error measure calculated for
either of the three measures when the observed flow is in the
high (FH), medium (FM), or low flow (FL) range, p is the
predicted flow, o is the observed flow, N is the number of
time-steps the observed flow is in the defined flow range,
and i is an index running from 1 to N. For this case study,
the low and high flow thresholds were set at 1 and
3 mm d�1 respectively.
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Fig. 4. Model structure used in this case study. Vertical processes are represented using a probability distribution of overflow storage elements. Effective rainfall

produced by the overflow mechanism is split into two parts, one of which is routed through a quick-flow linear reservoir and the rest through a slow-flow linear

reservoir. Five parameters are required for this model.
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4. Model identification

Model identification, in the context of this paper, refers to
the identification of all models (parameter sets) within a given
model structure, that can be considered feasible (behavioral)
representations of the natural system under study. Following
Fig. 2, we assume that this stage has two components: param-
eter estimation and sensitivity analysis.

Flow

Time

RMSE Low Flows (FL)

RMSE High Flows (FH)

RMSE Medium Flows (FM)

Fig. 5. Hydrograph segmentation used in case study. The dashed line is the

observed flow. Low and high flow thresholds were set at 1 and 3 mm day�1

respectively.
4.1. Parameter estimation

Plots are available for this step to evaluate how narrowly
a particular parameter can be identified using a specific perfor-
mance measure.

4.1.1. Dotty plots
Dotty plots map model parameter values and their corre-

sponding objective function values to one-dimensional points
and provide a means of assessing the identifiability of model
parameters. Dotty plots of the objective values versus the b pa-
rameter values resulting from the URS of the parameter space
are shown in Fig. 6a. Each row of the plot matrix corresponds
with each of the three objective functions: the high (FH), me-
dium (FM), and low (FL) flow RMSE. In the MCAT, the user
is provided with a slider bar capable of changing the objective
function threshold which is displayed on the dotty plots to aid
in providing a visualization which best displays the identifi-
ability of each parameter. In Fig. 6a, the top ranked 30-percent
(in terms of the objective function values) of the 10,000 URS
are shown in order to better illustrate the identifiability of the
b parameter in terms of each objective function. The dotty plot
of FL versus b shows a high level of identifiability indicating
that this parameter is most important during low flow periods.
A range of b values result in very similar objective function
values for FH and FM, indicating low identifiability in terms
of these objectives.
Fig. 6. Four types of MCAT visualizations intended for model identification and evaluation of the b parameter used in this case study. Dotty plots (a) provide

a means of evaluating parameter identifiability. A posteriori parameter distributions (b) provide a means of visualizing the distributions of parameter values con-

ditioned on an objective function. Identifiability plots (c) help visualize the identifiability of model parameters by plotting the cumulative distribution of the top 10-

percent of the parameter population in terms of the objective function values. Regional Sensitivity Analysis Plots (d) rank the marginal parameter population from

best to worst in terms of the chosen objective function. The ranked population is then divided into ten bins of equal size according to their objective values. The

cumulative distribution of each group is then plotted as the likelihood value versus the parameter values.
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4.1.2. A posteriori parameter distributions
A posteriori parameter distributions shown in Fig. 6b pro-

vide a means of visualizing the distributions of parameter
values conditioned on an objective function. The range of
each parameter is divided into 20 bins of equal size and the
sum of all likelihoods (defined as one minus the objective
function value normalized to between zero and one) is plotted
for each bin. This visualization technique provides a tool for
choosing high likelihood model parameter values based on
their posterior distributions. For example, in Fig. 6b, the distri-
bution of b conditioned on FL indicates that the lowest b values
are associated with the highest likelihoods and likewise, the
highest b values are associated with the lowest likelihoods.

4.1.3. Identifiability plots
Identifiability plots shown in Fig. 6c provide another means

of visualizing the identifiability of model parameters by plot-
ting the cumulative distribution of the top 10-percent of the
parameter population in terms of objective function values.
High gradients in the cumulative distribution indicate high
identifiability in the top performing model parameters (see
FL in Fig. 6c) whereas shallower gradients indicate low iden-
tifiability (see FH Fig. 6c). In addition to the cumulative
distribution function, the top 10-percent of the parameter pop-
ulation is divided into ten bins of equal size and the gradient of
the cumulative distribution is then calculated for each group.
These gradients are plotted as bars on the identifiability plots
with shading indicative of gradient. This provides additional
visualization functionality as the height and shade of the
bars indicate parameter identifiability within the range of
each group. In Fig. 6c, the reader can see that b has the highest
identifiability in terms of FL, which is determined from the
high gradient of the cumulative distribution of the top per-
forming parameter values as well as the high gradient at low
b values indicated by the bar plot in the figure.

4.1.4. Response surface plots
This plot produces a visualization of 2-D parameter sur-

faces (no figure shown), i.e. interpolated plots of objective
function values (z-axis) for two selected parameters (x and y-
axis). In order to examine parameter interaction, a Monte-
Carlo simulation should be run with two parameters free to
vary and the other parameters fixed, otherwise the surface
will be noisy since parameter pairs in close proximity will
have large differences in the objective or variable value caused
by variations in other parameters (scatter in dotty plots).

5. Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis evaluates the impact of changes in the
model parameters, inputs or (initial) states on the model output
of interest. The reason for performing a sensitivity analysis is
usually one of the following (e.g. Wagener et al., 2002, 2003;
Gooseff et al., 2005; Sieber and Uhlenbrook, 2005; McIntyre
and Wheater, 2004; Letcher et al., 2007): (1) testing which
parameters dominate a certain response in order to eliminate
insensitive parameter to reduce the calibration burden; (2) as
part of an a priori uncertainty analysis to test how well param-
eters are defined, or to test where additional effort should be
placed to reduce uncertainty (e.g., improve quality of input
data); and (3) more recently, different variations of temporal
analysis of uncertainty have emerged in the literature to test
for example whether parameters are sensitive in periods where
the processes they represent are assumed to dominate. Sensi-
tivity analysis can therefore be used as a tool for model
structure evaluation. This aspect is discussed in detail in
Section 7. Sensitivity analysis is also used to evaluate the
for evaluating different water resource management or sce-
nario options (e.g. Merritt et al., 2005; Dessai et al., 2005).

A wide variety of approaches to sensitivity analysis exist,
but they can generally be reduced to the following two basic
components:

(1) a strategy to vary the parameters (or inputs or state
variables),

(2) a numerical or visual measure to quantify the impacts of
the variation on the model output of interest.

How these two components are implemented varies widely
with the approach used and a wide range of techniques are
available for this purpose (e.g. Hamby, 1994; Frey and Patil,
2002; Patil and Frey, 2004; Pappenberger et al., 2006; Vande-
berghe et al., 2006). These techniques vary from the simplest
‘‘one parameter at a time’’ perturbation approach in which
individual parameters are varied using a certain step size and
the impact of this variation is measured based on a chosen
objective function. This approach has the advantage of sim-
plicity, but is usually unreliable for high-dimensional and
non-linear models with correlated parameters that we com-
monly face in environmental and hydrological modeling.
Global approaches are more commonly used today in which
the local sensitivity around a specific point in the parameter
space is not only tested, but an attempt is made to evaluate
the entire parameter space. Many of these approaches used
for global sensitivity analysis are related to the Regional Sen-
sitivity Analysis (RSA) technique originally proposed by
Hornberger and Spear (1981). The RSA method begins with
a Monte Carlo sampling of N points in the feasible parameter
space, drawn from a multivariate uniform distribution. The
sampled parameter population is partitioned into a behavioral
(B) and a non-behavioral (NB) group. Behavioral means
parameter sets that produce a model response (behavior) that
is preferred. The division into behavioral and non-behavioral
can be based on the predicted state of the system (e.g., Spear
and Hornberger, 1980) or on a measure of performance (e.g.,
Hornberger et al., 1985; Beven and Binley, 1992). The cumu-
lative marginal parameter distributions for the two groups are
computed. A separation between the distribution curves indi-
cates a statistical difference between the characteristics of
the two (behavioral and non-behavioral) subpopulations.
This indicates that the tested parameter is sensitive, i.e., its
value can be strongly correlated with model performance.
The significance of the separation can be estimated using
statistical tests such as the KolmogoroveSmirnov (KS)
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two-sample test (Kottegoda and Rosso, 1997), and a heuristic
ranking scheme can be introduced based on the actual values
of the KS measure (Spear and Hornberger, 1980). An unfortu-
nate weakness of this approach is that a lack of separation be-
tween the cumulative distributions is only a necessary, and not
a sufficient condition for insensitivity of the parameter (Spear,
1993). Insensitivity can also be caused by strong correlation
with other parameters. Evaluation of the parameter covariance
can be used to estimate whether this is the case (Hornberger
and Spear, 1981; Hornberger et al., 1985). The interaction
between two parameters can also be investigated in the
MCAT by plotting their response surface with respect to a par-
ticular objective function. The RSA approach has also been
used for the identification of model structures (Osidele and
Beck, 2001) and for the evaluation of data requirements
(Lence and Takyi, 1992). Other popular global approaches to
sensitivity analysis are for example based on variance decom-
position (Saltelli et al., 2004; Helton, 1997; Andres, 1997).

5.1. Regional sensitivity analysis

Parameter sensitivity can be evaluated in the MCAT using
the Regional Sensitivity Analysis (RSA) plotting tool. The var-
iation on the original RSA approach used here was originally
introduced by Freer et al. (1996). In this approach, the mar-
ginal parameter population is ranked from best to worst in
terms of the chosen objective function. The ranked population
is then divided into ten bins of equal size according to their
objective values. The objective values associated with each
parameter set are then converted to likelihood measures
(described in Section 5.1). The cumulative distribution of
each group is then plotted as the likelihood value versus the
parameter values. RSA plots for the b parameter in terms of
each objective are shown in Fig. 6d with the highest likelihood
parameter distributions indicated by bold black lines and the
lowest likelihood distributions indicated by light gray lines.
The colors of the lines representing the cumulative distribu-
tions of the remaining eight groups are scaled accordingly.
Parameter sensitivity can be evaluated from Fig. 6d by assess-
ing the ‘‘spread’’ of the ten lines of cumulative parameter
distributions. For example, low values of b in terms of FL
are associated with the highest likelihood which can be seen
from the quick rising black line. This indicates that b is highly
sensitive because there tends to be large differences in the
parameter value for large differences in likelihood of the pa-
rameter producing good model output. Insensitive parameters
are identified by noting similarity in the cumulative distribu-
tions across the ten ranked groups. The amount of ‘‘spread’’
associated with the cumulative distributions of the ranked dis-
tributions indicates the parameters sensitivity with high spread
indicating highly sensitive parameters and low spread indicat-
ing relatively insensitive parameters.

6. Further model evaluation

As discussed in Section 2, two questions that should be
asked in addition to the standard evaluation of parameter
uncertainty are: (1) does a model parameter or a group of
parameters represent the processes they are intended to repre-
sent (i.e., do they dominate the model response when this
process dominates the system response); and (2) are regions
of behavioral parameters constant in time, or do they vary
with different response modes of the system?

6.1. Dynamic Identifiability Analysis (DYNIA)

A Monte Carlo based approach to address the above ques-
tions has been introduced by Wagener et al. (2003). The
approach is called Dynamic Identifiability Analysis (DYNIA,
refer to Wagener et al., 2002, 2003 for a detailed description)
which presents an algorithm to improve the amount of infor-
mation that can be retrieved from observations for model
evaluation. The algorithm is based on ideas presented by
Beck (1985; see also Beck, 2005) and extends components
of the GLUE algorithm (Beven and Binley, 1992; Freer
et al., 1996). DYNIA can be used to find informative regions
with respect to model parameters, to test model structures
(assuming that varying parameter optima indicate structural
problems), and to analyze experimental design. It uses the
above introduced identifiability measure (Fig. 6c) and applies
it in a dynamic fashion using a Monte Carlo based smoothing
algorithm. The user must choose a window size to calculate
a running mean of the model’s performance (using the mean
absolute error criterion). A different identifiability plot is
thus produced for every time step and a gray color scheme
is used to show the variation in the marginal posterior distribu-
tions for each parameter. The window size has to be selected
with respect to the function of the parameter (temporal length
of the region of influence) and the quality of the data (better
data allows the use of a smaller window). Fig. 7 is an example
output where the top plot shows the identifiability plot with
darker gray regions indicating peaks in the distributions. The
dotted line is the 90-percent confidence limit. The bottom
plot shows (in black) the width of the 90-percent confidence
limits as an indicator of regions of high information content
with respect to this parameter. The continuous line in both
plots is the observed time-series. The algorithm only utilizes
the top 10-percent of all data sets to calculate the distribution
at every time-step in this case.

For example from Fig. 7, the user can see that the informa-
tion content of the data with respect to parameter b is highest
at small runoff events during low flow periods (bottom plot).
The top plot shows that during these periods, good values of
the parameter tend to be towards the lower end of its feasible
range (dark pixels). The posterior distribution is peaked then,
while it is flat (and the pixels are light gray) during other
periods. The value of b has to be low in order not to overpre-
dict runoff during low flow.

6.2. Multi-objective analysis

Several plots in the MCAT allow for the analysis of multi-
ple objectives and their impact on model identification
and performance. One important plot in this context is the
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Fig. 7. Dynamic identifiability analysis (DYNIA) plots of parameter b, showing: (Top) Temporal change of the marginal posterior distribution, (black line: ob-

served streamflow, dotted lines: 90% confidence limits); (Bottom) Temporal variation of data information content with respect to b (i.e. defined as normalized

width of 90% confidence limits).
multi-objective plot which allows us to evaluate the correlation
and trade-offs between different objective functions. These ob-
jective functions often provide conflicting optimization targets
(Chankong and Haimes, 1993). In most cases, no solution will
be available that is best in terms of all objective functions. As
a result, a population of solutions is identified which are non-
dominated (or incomparable) with respect to one another,
meaning that an improvement in performance in one objective
results in a degradation of performance in one or more of the
remaining objectives. This concept was introduced by the
economist Pareto at the end of the eighteenth century (Pareto,
1906), and as a result, the optimal population in a multi-objective
sense is referred to as a Pareto front. Fig. 8 shows multi-
objective plots and linear correlations between the FL, FM,
and FH objective functions. This figure is a scatter plot where
all objective functions are plotted against each other and their
linear correlation coefficients are calculated. A large scatter
indicates that objectives are uncorrelated and a trade-off front
facing the bottom left corner of the scatter plots is usually
apparent. On the other hand, a convergence of the objective
functions towards the bottom left corner indicates that these
measures of performance retrieve similar information from
the investigated time-series. Trade-offs between criteria can
for example be used to analyze model structural problems
(e.g. Gupta et al., 1998; Boyle et al., 2000; Wagener et al.,
2001; Lee et al., 2005). For example, Fig. 8 shows that FL
and FM are highly correlated, while a clear trade-off between
the two and FH is visible.
7. Ensemble prediction including uncertainty

In the final modeling step, the predictions of all models
(parameter sets) have to be propagated into the model output.
The options currently available in MCAT to accomplish this
are explained briefly below.

Fig. 8. Multi-objective plot showing linear correlation and trade-off between

the different objective functions. High correlation indicates that the set of ob-

jectives are providing similar information whereas low correlation, (i.e.,

a larger trade-off) indicates that the objectives are providing information for

multiple aspects of model performance.
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7.1. Ensemble prediction using GLUE or
multiple-objectives

Two options are available to consider uncertainty in the
model predictions or output. These are adopted from Beven
and Binley (1992) and from Gupta et al. (1998) respectively.
The first uses the weighting procedure of the Generalized
Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) procedure in
which, for each time step, the output calculated with a specific
parameter set is weighted by the likelihood of the same param-
eter set. For each point in time, a cumulative frequency distri-
bution is generated using the selected objective function
(converted to likelihood by normalizing it) and the confidence
intervals are calculated using linear interpolation. The confi-
dence intervals can be specified from the MCAT menu. Details
of this approach can be found in Beven and Binley (1992) and
in Beven and Freer (2001). The second option, a plot that
propagates the simulated variable calculated with the Pareto
solution into the output space e based on the paper by Gupta
et al. (1998), can be used in cases where multiple objective
functions are utilized.

7.2. Pixel simulation plots

Pixel simulation plots assist in: (1) guiding the search for
optimal model parameters based on objective functions; and
(2) subsequently fine tuning the search using large scale visu-
alizations. A pixel-oriented visualization technique (Keim,
1996) provides the modeler with the ability to view large
amounts of model simulation data on a single screen. Diffi-
culty in viewing large time-series’ can be remedied by repre-
senting the time series as a one-dimensional row of pixels
which are colored based on observation data, model output,
etc.

In the MCAT, the pixel simulation plot ranks each URS in
terms of its objective value and plots the simulation as a row of
pixels (i.e., one-dimensional time series) where the color of
the pixel represents the error between the observed system
and the model output (shown in Fig. 9). The traditional
method of plotting the time-series is displayed at the top of
the figure followed by the observed streamflow indicated by
a row of colored pixels immediately below to provide a refer-
ence for the user. The model output error associated with the
top 50 URS ranked in terms of FH are shown in the lower por-
tion of Fig. 9. This reveals that assessing a particular combina-
tion of model parameters strictly in terms of an objective
function results in a loss of information. Dark blue bands in
the pixel simulation plot, indicating simulations which result
in generally lower model output error make this apparent. In-
stead of basing model parameter selection strictly on objective
function values, we can instead choose and compare simula-
tions from the pixel plot which appear to be producing better
model output than the objective function value may indicate.
In the MCAT, the user is provided with the ability to pick
out individual simulations which appear to result in low model
output error, and subsequently compare these simulations side
by side to make a final determination as to which simulation is
optimal. The user is also provided with a zooming capability
in order to focus on interesting areas of the full pixel simula-
tion plot, ultimately allowing them to choose ranked simula-
tions which they would like to examine and compare more
closely. These simulations are then entered into a list box
and the ability to produce subsequent comparison plots is pro-
vided. This interactive capability provides the user with an
effective parameter selection framework which utilizes objec-
tive functions to initially guide parameter search, and
ultimately human cognition through visualization to fine
tune parameter search.

7.3. Time series pattern plots

The time series pattern plotting capability, also based on the
pixel-oriented visualization techniques of Keim (1996), is de-
signed to show temporal trends in large observation data sets.
An example time series pattern plot is shown in Fig. 10. This
visualization technique plots a large time series separated into
years on the x-axis and the time series data within each year on
the y-axis. The color scale of each plot is used to represent the
observed system response, the model output, and the model
output error associated with the best simulation, which can
be chosen through the pixel simulation plot methodology
proposed above, or by choosing the simulation in terms of
a specific objective. In Fig. 10, the seasonality associated
with each water year is apparent along the y-axis as well as
the temporal trend across water years as shown by looking
along the x-axis. For the ten years of daily data available for
the Leaf River, it appears that the streamflow may be increas-
ing over time as is indicated by the higher flows associated
with years 9 and 10.

8. Conclusions and outlook

Recent papers have discussed the importance of good mod-
eling practice in hydrological and environmental modeling
(e.g. Jakeman et al., 2006). This practice should include qual-
ity control (Refsgaard and Henriksen, 2004), the estimation of
uncertainty and the evaluation of underlying assumptions
(Beven, 2006; Wagener, 2003; Jolma and Norton, 2005).
Addressing these aspects in detail and communicating the
analysis results to the end-user of the model results is an
important aspect of obtaining credible model predictions.
The detailed consideration and estimation of uncertainty in
the modeling of hydrological and environmental systems is
increasingly required in modeling studies. If done properly,
this requires a detailed evaluation of the mathematical models
used. These requirements come at a time where models
increase in complexity due to the inclusion of an increasing
number of state and output variables. The Monte Carlo Anal-
ysis Toolbox (MCAT) is a library of visual and numerical
analysis tools for the evaluation of hydrological and environ-
mental models. Input to the MCAT is the result of a Monte
Carlo or population evolution based sampling of the parameter
space of the model structure under investigation. This loose
(off-line) connection therefore enables every model to be
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Fig. 9. Pixel plot showing the top 50 simulations ranked in terms of the FH objective values. This type of plot provides an indication of how well the chosen

objective function is mapping the performance of the model to a single value of performance. For example, the dark blue bands in this figure indicate simulations

which tend to result in an overall better performance than their surrounding simulations (i.e., better than what their corresponding objective function value may be

indicating).
analyzed as long as a Monte Carlo type sampling can be per-
formed. A library of tools for the evaluation of performance,
identifiability, sensitivity, predictive uncertainty and for the
testing of hypotheses is available. The MCAT has thus far
been successfully applied to evaluate models in a research
context in hydrological and environmental studies. It has
also been used in multiple graduate courses (systems modeling
and hydrology) and workshops to teach the fundamentals of
Fig. 10. Temporal pixel plots which portray the observed flow, the modelled flow, and the model error using a color scheme in terms of the three objective func-

tions. These types of plots can reveal temporal trends in data. For this case study, stream flow generally seems to be increasing over the 10 year period analyzed.
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model identification and evaluation. Its simplicity of use and
the ease with which model results can be visualized make it
a valuable tool in this context. Further evaluation capabilities
are continuously added to the MCAT to increase its versatility
in analyzing dynamic mathematical models.

The MCAT toolbox and other computational tools for
hydrological and environmental modeling are available from
the Hydroarchive website (Wagener et al., 2003; http://
www.sahra.arizona.edu/software/). Tools for download include
optimization algorithms, rainfall-runoff models, artificial neu-
ral networks, etc. GLUE is available as freeware from http://
www.es.lancs.ac.uk/hfdg/hfdg_freeware.htm. SIMLAB can be
downloaded from http://webfarm.jrc.cec.eu.int/uasa/primer/
index.asp.
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